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first prize for everyone

the path of the
ill fated child

everybody change
everybody stay the same
everybody knows how it goes
hardly anybody shows how it confines
everybody try
faking its the time of our lives
everybody sees how you please
everyone who pays your fees
now you can dine
first prize for everyone (repeats)
everybody stay
everybodys going away
such a finite line, such a find
everyone is right in time
with the decline
first prize it’s the time of our lives
are you everywhere are you everyone?
take sides in the war against life
are you everywhere
you and I and everyone again (repeats)
first prize for everyone (repeats)

hope & ivs
i could never change your mind and
i would never guess
thinking like a lonely child
and everything’s a mess
if i could get out of bed
i could save the day
playing people in my head
and everything’s ok
everything is strange
i am asleep
no toy box for me
hope and IV’s
now drip into me
i could play the numbers game
and come up bleeding tens
and if you want to stay the same
then come around the bend
pissing into little vials
you are not impressed
holy ghosts and clinic trials
i will not pretend
that you are not a friend

as time goes on
your losing style
go figure ,you were the last
of the gold plated saints
just swing your arms
and move your lungs
go bigger
cover the sun with your
mystery and fame
and dont stop now
youre gaining ground
pull triggers
and go for the prize in your aim
it stings for a while but its paradise
everyone knows you
everyone told you
cover your face
with industry’s taste
everyone sold you
everyone pulled into the
path of the ill fated child (repeats)

pilot dan
piss of the motor heads painting all the subways red and nobody leaves nobody sees our bottles
and empty cans save them for the sulking man were making a scene creating a theme of dents
were chasing a dream but nobody seems intent

i am asleep
no toy box for me
hope and IV’s
now drip into me

and the days are doubting again and the days are pouting my friend pilot dan

do you know?

and the days are doubting again and the days are pouting my friend pilot dan

jump off the south end bridge make a splash and take a drink it already seems too late for marines
and i know your selfish ways taking off to somewhere safe you leave me no choice you leave me no voice

burn

astronaut on earth

wait your turn
theres enough of me to burn
everything’s impossible to
breathe today

if you were an candidate
in a hotel room
by a supermarket
a light goes out
and everyone votes with a gun

i confess it’s another soldiers mess
catching bullets in your teeth
won’t seize the day
wait your turn
there’s enough of me to burn
pile your matchsticks onto me
and leave
burn (repeats)
saints and thieves
are martyrs made of leaves
hiding under canopies of
steel and greed
wait your turn
there’s enough of me to burn
pile your matchsticks onto me
and leave
burn (repeats)
it’s enough to watch me paralyzed
with flames for eyes

if you were a CEO of a corporation
standing in the needle line
then everyone knows what it’s done
if you were an astronaut on earth

fade into you
I want to hold the hand inside you
I want to take a breath thats true
I look to you and I see nothing
I look to you to see the truth
You live your life
You go in shadows
Youll come apart and youll go black
Some kind of night into your darkness
Colors your eyes with whats not there.
Fade into you
Strange you never knew
Fade into you
I think its strange you never knew
A strangers light comes on slowly
A strangers heart without a home
You put your hands into your head
And then smiles cover your heart
Fade into you
Strange you never knew
Fade into you
I think its strange you never knew

if you were a superstar
on a supernova
sleeping by a subway sign
then everyone must be undone
if you were the president
of a present that you
gave to all mankind
then you will know how habits grow
if you were an astronaut on earth
if you were an addict spoiled by birth
palace days and wasted years
you dont know who you are
riding waves in comaspheres
and sipping childhood faults
counting stars to kill the fear
of freeze dried alcohol
astronaut on earth (repeats)

hopetown racers
boxing gloves and party faces
everyones a car to me
everyones a hopetown racer
everyone knowshow to scream
city lights are silent pacers
parking lots have souls to clean
everyones a hopetown racer
everyone knows what it means
to bleed unknown
a guardian by phone
thestone divides and what’s inside
makes compromise and perjury
a crime to me alone
condescending part time waitress
everyone knows what you need
everyones a hopetown racer
basking in obscurity
dont forget to breathe (repeats)

are the satellites down?

carsick

the paper lion

breaking all the panic rules
strategize your every move
meteors in swimming pools
are the satellites down?

one by one they fall apart
losing motion from the start
mondays prey on fridays heart

bleed on me
and show me just how black
my frozen heart can be
cutting all the ends off
all the bread wont be
the answer to our problems
dont you want to see
this paper lion that I made with
all the sounds of the earth
to synchronize this birth from me

calling all you poet whores
drinking to your every flaw
forced to stall programmed to fall
are the satellites down?

do you know it’s impossibletrying to go
turning maps into fields I dont know
getting carsick enjoying the show
is it time to be moving on?

what are you up in the air for?
do you care for the mettle inside of me

parking has the will and poise
patience plays with burning toys
clocks and airwaves fill the void

bleeding neurons wasting hope
a paragon of massive scope
dancing on the thinnest rope
are the satellites down?

do you know it’s impossibletrying to go
turning maps into fields I dont know
getting carsick enjoying the show
is it time to be moving on?

what are you up in the air for?
do you care for the mettle inside of me
what every mother and child knows
what a prize you hold
when born by circuitry

dontcross the lines
dont place your feet on rubber mats
and tired streets
were on the brink of tragedy
and overnight obscurity

are the satellites down on your tv?
are the satellites down? (repeats)

do you know what im driving for?
(repeats)
do you know? (repeats)

ghosts, planes, files
big smiles everyone the silence has begun you gotta occupy to crucify this town
blue skies on the run your family’s undone you gotta want to try to live the lies you sell
and i will change the part of me that used to care what i believed ghosts, planes,files
best tries in the air imagine if they cared you gotta falsify to earn the right to bleed
and i will change the part of me that used to care what i believed ghosts, planes,files
everyone look what you’ve done (repeats) dont push the past away (repeats)

dont be sad
dont make this harder
than the times you werent glad
i left out all the cake
and made the ants go mad
just wash your face
and count your grace
and hold it up to the light
its taken all the fight from me
take out meals and bad advice
you had enough and I was right

blink twice for mexico
one day they’ll set you free
one day youll come to need
one diamond on the beach
one pillbox in the sea
blink twice for mexico
blink twice for lexapro
one place youll never know
one day remember me
one day in history
one break of honesty
one days hypocrisy
blink twice for mexico
blink twice for lexapro
one race youll never know
one place youll never go
cant save the world
but you can recall the best of all
cant say the words
while your dancing on
the walls of doubt
blink twice for mexico
blink twice for lexapro
one race youll never know

